This minireview provides an overview of the lexicographic situation in Denmark, introducing the most important dictionary works. The major historical dictionaries are mentioned but the main focus is on contemporary lexicography and the companies and institutions currently active in the field. In particular, it is noted whether dictionaries are digitally available and if they are subject to regular updating.
T H E G E N E R A L S T A T U S O F L E X I C O G R A P H Y I N D E N M A R K
Denmark has a long and active lexicographic tradition, dating back to at least the 17th century (for a detailed overview, see e.g. Hjorth (1990) ; Malmgren, Sköldberg (2013) ) and including reference works of almost all types and genres: monolingual and bilingual, dictionaries and encyclopedias, as well as a broad range of specialized dictionaries.
As a consequence of the digital revolution, printed dictionaries are becoming increasingly rare, and only few new dictionaries are now published in print.
Where the print market used to be characterized by a variety of both large and small dictionary suppliers, the commercial market today is dominated by two major players: ordbogen.com and Gyldendal Publishers. Public lexicography takes place in different institutions. For more than a hundred years, the Society for Danish Language and Literature in Copenhagen (DSL) has published dictionaries and lexical resources and also contributed to meta-lexicography and the academic development of the field. A Centre for Lexicography was created at the Aarhus School of Business in 1996 (today merged with Aarhus University), and the centre holds the only academic chair in lexicography in the country -for a time they even held two professorships.
In addition to research in meta-lexicography, the centre has published a number of dictionaries, one monolingual and a range of specialized dictionaries within accounting, phraseology, music, and technical bilingual dictionaries.
Practical lexicography also takes place at the University of Copenhagen where long-term dictionary projects on old Norse prose 3 and the insular dialects are housed (see below). A parallel project for Jutlandic dialects is located at Aarhus University (see below). Finally, the Danish Language Council edits the official spelling dictionary as well as a dictionary of new words.
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The use of corpora is, on the whole, restricted to experts and students in the field of language and linguistics. A general corpus developed by DSL is available to the public, but Google Analytics statistics confirm that the number of daily users are below 1,000 -as compared to the 100,000 visitors to the general dictionaries from the same website (ordnet.dk).
Crowdsourcing as a way of creating lexical resources is mainly limited to Wikipedia and Wiktionary. These projects are quite successful with 232,311 and 38,266 headwords respectively (19 October 2017), and this could have a positive spillover effect on other projects in the future.
Knowledge of user behaviour and dictionary consulting strategies is not wide- and DSL has prepared two internal reports following two user studies (internet surveys with questionnaire followed by observation and interviews on actual usage), see Johannsen (2011 ), Svendsen (2016 .
the Danish population ranks among the highest in Europe on internet access:
97% of the population use the internet for surfing, 94% of all families have an internet connection in their homes, and 94% have broadband at home. 89%
of the Danes use the internet on a daily basis, as opposed to 71% on average among the EU citizens, and only 2% have never used the internet. It follows that technical barriers for access to online reference works are negligible in Denmark, and as the correlation between age and internet access is strong, coverage can be expected to approach 100% in the years to come.
M A J O R D I C T I O N A R I E S I N D E N M A R K
For ease of overview, we may divide the most important Danish dictionary works into the following general groups: a) Dictionaries that were edited and published in the time before computers and the internet and are only available as printed books.
b) Dictionaries that were edited and published in the time before computers and the internet, but were retrodigitized and are available both in print and as digital products in book-near format.
c) Dictionaries and other reference works that are available in digital form. Most of these were compiled for print publication but have been adapted for access as online dictionaries, apps or other digital formats, and they are often updated regularly.
d) Dictionaries and reference works that were conceived as digital products for electronic publication and are updated continuously.
The first group consists of historical dictionaries that have not been retrodigitized. The most important ones that are only available as print dictionaries are:
• Some dialects dictionaries. Danish dialects are divided into three main • A number of learner's dictionaries exist for languages of immigrants to Denmark, notably the series of basic bilingual dictionaries published by Specialpaedagogisk Forlag for languages such as Chinese, Thai, Serbo-Croatian, Tamil, Albanian, Kurdish, Persian, Somali and Turkish.
• Two fairly recent dictionaries of Danish pronunciation were published around 1990, by Munksgaard and Gyldendal Publishers respectively, neither of which has been digitized so far.
In group b) we note the existence of a number of retrodigitized dictionaries, of somewhat uneven quality. A number of important dictionaries have been retrodigitized using double keying with excellent results, mainly under the auspices of DSL. Among these should be mentioned: • Molbech's Dansk Ordbog in two volumes, published in 1833 (first edition) and again 1854-1859 (second edition), the standard monolingual dictionary used in the 19th century.
• The aforementioned Bornholmsk Ordbog by Vilhelm Thomsen from
1923.
The third major group is made up of dictionaries that started their lives as print dictionaries. Some of them were edited electronically, others convert- Ordbogen.com hosts small to medium-sized bilingual dictionaries for English, German, Arabic, Swedish, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese.
Both companies also offer specialized dictionaries, e.g. for spelling, technical English and German, synonyms, idioms, accounting, primary school children, foreign words, and more. Both companies have a website that gives subscribers access to a number of dictionaries and a similar solution via their apps.
• A medium-sized Swedish-Danish dictionary (56,000 headwords) was published by DSL in 2010 and published online in 2018 6 .
• Another dictionary in this group is Retskrivningsordbogen, the official spelling dictionary published by the Danish Language Council and with annual updates. Available online (free from their own website and for subscribers from ordbogen.com and Gyldendal) and as an app.
The only e-dictionaries that were conceived digitally are, to my knowledge, whereas the dictionary proper seems to have been discontinued.
D I C T I O N A R I E S A S N A T I O N A L S Y M B O L S
Big multi-volume dictionaries have always had a status as national symbols for its users. In Denmark, Ordbog over det danske Sprog had this role for many years as the most comprehensive and generally very trustworthy dictionary, although Nudansk Ordbog, as the concise and more affordable alternative, was the more popular dictionary until Den Danske Ordbog arrived, in terms of number of editions and copies sold. As an online dictionary, Den Danske
Ordbog is consulted about 10 times as often as Ordbog over det danske Sprog, and, as the only freely available monolingual dictionary, it has become the standard dictionary with more than 100,000 users every day (as expressed by Google Analytics' "Users").
S P E L L I N G D I C T I O N A R I E S
The Danish Language Council has been authorized to determine the official orthography for Danish and their decisions are published in Retskrivningsordbogen (The Spelling Dictionary). All governmental institutions and the educational system must follow the orthography. Other spelling dictionaries have been published (notably by Gyldendal Publishers and Politiken Publishers), but only the one by the Language Council has status as authoritative. A monolingual dictionary like DDO is in concordance with the official spelling and may be used as a spelling dictionary. This is to a lesser degree the case for Den Danske Netordbog, as a characteristic feature of this dictionary is its wish to recommend one and only one form, also in cases where the official orthography allows freedom of choice between different forms.
The two major private companies, ordbogen.com and Gyldendal Publishers, both offer their dictionary products to subscribers for a fee. Annual fees vary between 228 and 2388 DKK (c. 30 to 320 Euros) for ordbogen.com, which offers three different packages, and between 49 and 250 DKK (c. 6.5 to 34 Euros) for single products from Gyldendal Publishers. The dictionaries provided by DSL as e-dictionaries (DDO, ODS and various retro-digitized historical dictionaries) are published free of charge (and advertisements).
D I C T I O N A R I E S I N T H E S C H O O L S Y S T E M
To my knowledge, teaching dictionary skills is part of the curriculum for students at upper secondary level in the school system. Teachers in primary edu cation who take a particular interest in dictionaries may choose to include look-up skills in their teaching, but my impression is that this is an exception rather than the rule.
C O N C L U S I O N S
The overview has shown, I hope, that the Danish language is well described lexicographically, spanning more than three centuries and covering the entire palette of dictionary genres. This is not to say that there are no challenges for dictionary-makers in the digital age: as elsewhere, private companies in Denmark are under pressure and many have been forced to quit the trade, while others are still looking for cost-effective business models. Meanwhile, the market has been concentrated between fewer providers, and dictionary-making is being increasingly dependent on public funding, especially when it comes to comprehensive dictionaries. In a globalized world dominated by the English language, it seems necessary to make language resources and language descriptions a political priority if we want to keep the language fully operational at all levels of society.
